Students: This will be the last week for math problems at Site during the 2014-15 school year. There will be no new problems, just an opportunity to try some that you may have missed earlier. In other words, you can . . .

Choose a topic you like and click a number to get a problem set.

- using exponents (21 & 22)
- using probability (19 & 20)
- using parabolas (12)
- calendar fun (10, 11 & 15)
- other fun (8 & 9)
- squares & roots (3, 6, 17 & 18)
- cool patterns (7, 13 & 14)
- SAT-like problems (4 & 5)
- extreme numbers (1 & 2)

If the links don’t work, go to cbmath.org and click "Weekly Math Problems & Solutions". Then under "Problem Sets" in the box "Online Link" click any number.